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Scenario: Car On-Board System
By way of illustration, consider the concrete scenario of an on-board system
for cars, which helps controlling different parts of the car, and has a
dashboard as user interface. It features essential functionality such as an
engine monitor that provides feedback on speed, remaining fuel, current gear
and other data coming from the different sensors placed in the car. The onboard system can also feature more sophisticated functionality, like intelligent
air conditioning, a smart light controller, a driving assistant, and provided that
an Internet data connection is available, even real-time traffic conditions and
carpooling support. Countless possibilities can be envisaged.
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What makes such system very complex is not only the sheer amount of
functionality it can possibly offer, but also the fact that this functionality
should adapt to the conditions of use, such as the car location and
orientation, the weather, the internal and external temperature, the current
driver, remaining battery power, and further factors.

Context is Key
Current technology heightens the expectation that applications running on
emerging platforms will turn from mere isolated programs to smart software
that can interact with its environment. Applications should be aware of their
execution context, and should adapt dynamically to such context so that they
can provide a service that matches the user expectations to the best extent
possible. A few examples of context follow.
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Current Programming Mindset
Current applications are hardly able to adapt dynamically to their execution
context. Most applications exhibit fixed functionality that is oblivious to context
changes. Many chances of delivering improved services to users are thus
missed.

Programming in isolation
The lack of cooperation and adaptability in current applications is caused to a
large extent by a lack of appropriate programming technology, particularly of
languages that support dynamic behaviour adaptability. Current programming
techniques and design principles force programmers to think in a way that is
mostly oblivious of the context in which the software will be used.
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Most programming technology does not feature
dedicated mechanisms to deal with contexts and
corresponding behavioural adaptations at run time.

Towards a Mindset Shift
By taking context into account, new opportunities are unveiled for delivering
improved services according to the physical and logical circumstances in
which those services are used.

Programming in Ambience
A new paradigm is needed that helps overcoming this limiting vision by
putting programmers in the right state of mind to build dynamically
adaptable applications from the ground up.

Our goal is to develop programming technology
that permits the natural expression of adaptable
system behaviour according to changing contexts.

Current Software Rigidity
Using current techniques, it would be possible to build the car on-board
system out of modular software units to obtain a customised product, where
some functionality would have been included, some would have been left out,
and some functionality could be extended thanks to a number of design
patterns and plugin architectures built into the finished product. All
adaptation points should be foreseen and engineered.
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The problem is that such patterns are fixed in the software and do not allow
new forms of adaptation. Once a number of patterns have been carved in the
software, it is difficult or impossible to extend or customise functionality in
ways that do not fit those patterns. On top of that, using current techniques it
is difficult to make such modules adaptable to their context of use. We are
thus confronted with a critical situation where design patterns cannot be so
general as to suit the variability level expected of context-aware applications.
In all existing techniques, variability points are fixed by design, and little has
been achieved regarding the interplay between context-awareness and
dynamic software variability. This interplay is key to the construction of
applications that are smart with respect to user needs and adaptable to the
current environment.

Ambience
Programming Language Engineering
The starting point of our research is the development of novel language
abstractions to render context-aware, self-adaptable applications easier to
develop. The result is the Ambience programming language. Ambience
provides programming constructs to allow the definition of contextdependent behavior according to changing running conditions.
Adequate programming language abstractions allow flexible software
compositions and adaptability to context.

in-context: rain do:
[
context-dependent
behaviour ]
Benefits
➡ Contexts are first-class citizens.
➡ Business logic becomes adaptable.
➡ Software can be modularised in different features.

Technical Underpinnings
We build on a number of language features, starting from object-oriented
programming up to context-oriented programming. This provides the
underlying support for the language constructs we have designed. As a
result, we offer first-class support for contexts, and the possibility to adapt
functionality to such contexts in a fine-grained way, namely at the method
level.

Context-Oriented Programming
Subjective Programming
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Objects

Solving Software Challenges (1)
Flexible Configuration
Challenges
How to adapt a software system to changing execution conditions while
keeping it manageable?
Have a highly configurable product, that can be changed even at runtime.

Ambienceʼs Answer
Ambience puts forward run-time adaptation as opposed to design-time
adaptation.

Consider for instance the DrivingPal module, which monitors the driver's
actions and provides driving assistance. The module can show a warning
sign if it detects a dangerous manoeuvre. The behaviour providing this
functionality can be adapted according to the user and current location.
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Solving Software Challenges (2)
Variability Anticipation
Challenges
How to prepare for future technology or features?
Find the right amount of anticipation.
Decide between anticipation vs. software evolution.

Ambienceʼs Answer
Ambience allows programmers to adapt each step in the business logic (i.e.
each method). New adaptations can be introduced non-intrusively. This
significantly reduces the overhead of software evolution.

Existing Business Logic
Braking strength depends on the current speed.

pedal-pressed:
[ … brake: speed … ]

Non-intrusive adaptations
The braking strength can be adapted to snowy and warm surfaces.
Such adaptation had not been foreseen in the original application logic.

brake: speed
[ … ]
brake: speed
[ … ]

Solving Software Challenges (3)
Software Extensions
Challenges
Allow the extension of any part of the platform —even by 3rd parties.
Make available new services to existing owners of the system.

Ambienceʼs Answer
Extensions can be developed without modification of deployed applications.

Business Logic
Accelerating implies injecting fuel in the cylinders.

accelerate
[ … inject: fuel. … ]
display
[ … ]
Software Extension
A software extension can be developed independently and bundled. The
extension modifies some of the behaviour of the existing system.

CarbonGauge

inject: fuel
[ … record fuel consumption … ]
display
[ … display CO2 emission … ]

Ambience’s Advantages
✓ Maximises adaptation points while avoiding architectural burden.
✓ Higher configurability with lower infrastructural complexity.
✓ Run-time behaviour adaptation to context.

Current Status & Future Plans
Research Prototype
We carry out our programming language engineering experiments using a
research prototype implemented in Common Lisp. This allows us to proof-test
our ideas quickly and with minimal technical burden. The prototype and
further reading material are available at the following address.

http://ambience.info.ucl.ac.be

Industrial Application
We are exploring the incorporation of Ambienceʼs ideas into existing
mainstream programming languages, particularly Objective C (an objectoriented superset of C) with a view to applying those ideas in mobile
platforms such as the iPhone. Also, this will enable the use of Ambience as
scripting language to build adaptable applications out of existing components.
Finally, the underlying context-oriented framework behind Ambience can be
used in a stand-alone fashion to build context-aware applications in the C
family of languages.
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Next-generation computing systems are expected to assist people in their
everyday activities through the proactive, opportunistic support of nonintrusive computing devices offering intuitive interaction modalities. The
software running on these devices is expected to be highly flexible and
extensible. Unfortunately, most applications do not meet these expectations
at present, mainly due to a lack of appropriate programming technology.
Starting form the previous observation, the RELEASeD lab, a member of
ICTEAM at UCLouvain, is developing new programming techniques to ease
the construction of self-adaptable applications that are smart with respect to
their environment of use and user needs. Following this line of research, a
new programming language called Ambience has been developed. Ambience
helps addressing some of the challenges commonly encountered by the
software industry, specially in the realm of flexible behaviour adaptation and
extension.
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